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Book’s	name					 Picture	 Author		 Concept	
It’s	Spring	

	

Linda	Glaser	
Susan	Swan	
(illustrator)	

Simple text and bold, beautiful paper sculpture convey the 
animal life, plant life, weather, colors, clothing, and 
feelings associated with the spring season.	
(Age	3-5	)	

It’s	Spring	

	

Pamela	Chanko	
Samantha	Berger	

(authors)	
Melissa	Sweet	(illustrator)	

	

Board	 book,	 breezy	 rhyming	 text	 charming	 watercolours	
illustrations	 follow	 the	animals	 as	 they	 spread	 the	news	 that	
spring	is	here.	(Age	1-5)	

Mouse’s	First	
Spring	

	

Lauren	Thompson	
Buket	Erdogon	
(illustrator)	

One bright day, Mouse and Momma head outside to play. The 
wind blows in something feathery and plump (a bird), 
something wiggly and pink (a worm), and something green that 
hops and leaps (a frog). But before it’s time to go back inside, 
Mouse finds something with petals that’s soft and new...the 
prettiest flower he’s ever seen! Could it mean spring 
is finally here? (Age 1-3 years old) 
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Spring	is	here	

	

Will	Hillenbrand	 Mole can smell that spring is in the air, but Bear is still asleep 
after his long winter nap!  
Excitedly he taps on the window and knocks on the door-- he 
even tries playing a trumpet to wake his friend so they can 
celebrate together.  But Bear keeps snoozing.   
But Mole is determined, so he milks and gathers and bakes a 
special springtime surprise for his friend-- the perfect way to 
wake up!. (Age 2-5 years old) 
	

When	Spring	
Comes	

	

Kevin	Henkes	
Laura	Dronzek	
(illustrator)	

2016	

Before spring comes, the trees are dark sticks, the grass is brown, 
and the ground is covered in snow. But if you wait, leaves unfurl 
and flowers blossom, the grass turns green, and the mounds of 
snow shrink and shrink. 

Spring brings baby birds, sprouting seeds, rain and mud, and 
puddles. You can feel it and smell it and hear it—and you can 
read it! (Age 2-4 years old) 

	

Planting	a	
Rainbow	

	

Lois	Ehlert	
2001	

This educational and enjoyable book helps children understand 
how to plant bulbs, seeds, and seedlings, and nurture their growth. 
Lois Ehlert's bold collage illustrations include six pages of 
staggered width, presenting all the flowers of each color of the 
rainbow. (Age 3-6 years old) 
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The	Tiny	Seed	

	

Eric	Carle	
1991	

 
Carried aloft by the autumn wind, the tiny seed, along with other bigger 
seeds, travels far over the world. the journey is perilous: one of the 
bigger seeds is burned by the sun; another falls into the ocean; still 
another is eaten by a bird. Even after those that are left have landed on 
fertile ground and begun to grow, danger is near: one small plant is 
stepped on; one little flower is picked; but the tiny seed keeps growing 
almost unnoticed. Young readers will cheer at the happy outcome of this 
exciting tale. And they will long remember the heartening message of 
the tiny seed's steadfast perseverance in the face of many hazards and 
obstacles until its final joyful success. (Age 3-6 years old) 

 
 

Spring	is	here	

	

Heidi	Pross	Gray	 Discover the world as it wakes from its winter slumber, the 
flowers blossom, the animals come out from their resting place, 
and nature comes alive during this season of renewal. Head 
outside and play soccer and baseball with your friends while 
enjoying a wonderful picnic lunch from the food you grew in 
your garden! Heidi has done it again with this wonderful, 
wholesome book about the spring season, tying family and 
nature together in a book that will leave you feeling excited 
about spring! (Age3-6) 
	

And	then	it’s	
spring	

	

Julie	Fogliano	
Erin	E	Stead	
(illustrator)	

2012	

Following a snow-filled winter, a young boy and his dog 
decide that they've had enough of all that brown and resolve 
to plant a garden. They dig, they plant, they play, they wait . 
. . and wait . . . until at last, the brown becomes a more hopeful 
shade of brown, a sign that spring may finally be on its way. 
(Age 3-5 years old)	
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Little	Blue	
Truck’s	

Springtime	

	

Alice	Schertle	
Jill	McElmurry	
(illustrator)	

2018	

Celebrate the beauty of springtime with Little Blue Truck! Young 
fans will love finding all sorts of baby animals beneath the flaps in 
this delightful novelty board book. Beep! Beep! Peep! (Age 1-3 
years old) 
	

Spring	

	

David	A.	Carter	
2016	

Just in time for spring, this is the second book in the Carter 
pop-up book series about the seasons. Each spread has a 
very brief verse and depicts common springtime flora and 
fauna. All things pictured are labeled (robins, water lilies, 
deer and fawns, cherry trees, etc.). The text is simple for very 
young readers to understand and enjoy.(Age 1-3 years old) 
	

Spring	for	
Sophie	

	

Yael	Werber	
Jen	Hill	(illustrator)	

2017	

	From snowy days to gray skies, a little girl watches and waits 
and wonders, will spring ever come? And then one day… 
Sophie listens and watches for the signs of spring. Day after 
day, the same snow is frozen outside her window and the 
skies above are as gray as the day before. And then Sophie 
thinks will spring ever come and how will I know it is here? 
(Age 2-6 years old)	
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Everything	is	
Spring	

	

Jill	Esbaum	
(2010)	

	Surround yourself in Everything Spring. Stunning photography 
and detailed imagery capture the uplifting spirit of our 
favorite season in this counterpart to the National Geographic 
bestseller A Tree for All Seasons. 
We think of spring and we feel warmer, sunny days, we smell 
the freshness of nature’s flowers blooming again, and we 
picture little chicks and furry bunnies. These adorable baby 
animals are fun to look at and they represent the spirit of 
renewal and life that is spring. Every young creature finally 
ventures outside to play as the dreary days of winter fade 
away and color surround us all.  
(Age 2-6 years old)	

The	twelve	days	
of	Springtime	

	

	

Deborah	Lee	Rose	
Carey	F	Armstrong-
Ellis	(illustrator)	

2009	

The frost is melting and it’s time for spring! That means field trips, 
planting school gardens, and discovering new friends for this 
adventurous class as their teacher introduces them to the season 
one gift at a time. Two turtle ponds, four ladybugs, and a class full 
of curious kids equals a whole lot of fun! (Age 2-5 years old) 
	

Butterfly	
Butterfly:	A	
book	of	colors	

	

Petr	Horacek	
2007	

Lucy sees a beautiful butterfly in the garden, along with a bright 
green beetle, a brilliant blue dragonfly, some red ladybugs, and 
many more flying and crawling things. But when will the radiant 
butterfly appear again?  (Age 2-4 years old)                                             
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Flowers	and	
showers	

	

Rebecca	Fjelland	
Davis	
2006	

Spring	Counting	book	(Age	2-4	years	old)	

Spring	into	
Summer/Fall	
into	Winter	

	

Tish	Rabe,	
Aristides	

Ruiz(illustrator)	
Joe	Mathiew	
(Illustrator)	

2012	

The Cat go, go, go, GO on an adventure to the magical Garden of 
Seasons, where they are able to see how the change in 
temperature affects plants and animals. Among the new friends 
they meet is a snowshoe hare whose brown fur turns white to help 
him hide in the snow, a tadpole who turns into a frog and then 
hibernates during the winter, and a Canadian goose gosling who 
grows up and migrates south in the fall. All in all, this is a perfect 
introduction to the four seasons that can be enjoyed any time of 
the year! (Age 2-6 years old) 
	

Welcome	Back	
Spring!	

	

Flitzy	Books	
2017	

Fly through the sky with Flitzy the butterfly as she welcomes 
back the plants and animals of spring! The author's simple 
rhymes, colorful illustrations, and invitation to sing is sure to 
delight young readers! In addition to the picture book story, the 
paperback also includes sheet music, the author's real picture 
search game, and a review page of all the animals and plants in 
the book! This book is great for toddlers, early readers, and is 
especially fun as an interactive bedtime story!  (Age2-5years 
old) 

	


